ABBC Coin (ABBC)

About:

ABBC is a technology optimized for distribution, finance, shopping, security, using blockchain technology.

ABBC Coin is a cryptocurrency that has the goal of bringing the Future of Payment Security to its users. ABBC Coin runs on blockchain, a powerful peer-to-peer global infrastructure that can move and exchange value and represent the ownership of digital assets.

Technology:

Shopping: ABBC Coin will be used to purchase goods from online shopping malls. ABBC Foundation is developing a online shopping mall project which will integrate cryptocurrencies as payment options so you can use your token or coins for online shopping.
**Facial Recognition**: ABBC Coin will operate in a platform where you can Pay With Your Face! ABBC Coin’s facial recognition technology has the capability to add a layer of security to cryptocurrency transactions. ABBC Coin aims to integrate facial recognition to blockchain transactions especially when purchasing goods from online shopping malls.

**MC Wallet**: ABBC Multi Crypto Wallet can safely store your cryptocurrencies. Our MC Wallet supports ABBC Coin, Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash, Qtum, and Litecoin. It also implements the facial recognition feature. We are constantly upgrading and addressing any possible security issues in our MC Wallet.